Abstract-The potential use of metamaterial planar bilayers for synthesizing compact subwavelength leaky-wave radiators in the microwave regime is analyzed in detail. In particular, the possibility of pairing "complementary" metamaterials in order to reduce the dimensions of microwave components is explored for the leaky-wave operation of an open waveguide consisting of a grounded pair of planar layers. In connection with our similar findings in other setups employing such complementary pairings, here we show how the compact resonance at the interface between "negative" and "positive" materials may also be properly exploited in this context. Choosing materials with low constitutive parameters, moreover, shows to be effective for enhancing the directivity of these components. We explore in detail the notable guidance and radiation properties of the anomalous natural modes supported by these bilayered structures, giving some physical insights into the anomalous phenomenon and considering the possible limitations in some realistic setups.
I. INTRODUCTION
A RTIFICIAL materials with unusual electromagnetic properties and anomalous electromagnetic wave interaction have been studied and analyzed over the past several decades (see e.g., [1] , [2] ). They are usually synthesized by embedding specific inclusions in a host medium. The attention of the microwave community for these complex media has recently increased significantly, mainly due to the discovery of some anomalous properties of certain classes of such artificial media. Metamaterials, which can exhibit unconventional response functions and potentially overcome some of the usual restrictions of the present technology, represent such a novel class of materials (e.g., [3] ).
In particular, the current attention is mainly focused on quasi-homogeneous metamaterials, in which the effective permittivity and permeability have simultaneously negative real parts in a given range of frequency, and are named "double negative" (DNG) materials [4] . Some of the main anomalous properties of the wave interaction with these materials, predicted almost forty years ago in a pioneering work by Veselago [5] , have been verified experimentally at the microwave frequencies by the group from UC San Diego [6] , who, inspired by the work of Pendry [7] , [8] , constructed such a DNG composite medium by arranging arrays of small metallic wires and split ring resonators. Various aspects of this class of metamaterials are now being studied by several groups around the world, and many ideas and suggestions for potential applications of these media have been presented in the technical literature.
Our research group has also proposed several ideas in which the pairing of DNG materials with standard dielectrics may overcome the diffraction limit in some different potential applications. For instance, it has been shown how subwavelength cavities and waveguides loaded with such pairs may in principle support no-cutoff resonant and guided modes [9] , how in an analogous way open waveguides of different geometries may similarly squeeze the guided beam in a subwavelength transverse cross section [10] , how subwavelength scatterers constituted by such pairings may go into an anomalous resonance drastically enhancing the total scattering cross section [11] or conversely reducing it in an anomalous way [12] . Also, we have shown how such subwavelength planar bi-layers may be employed as covers in front of small apertures over an opaque screen to dramatically enhance their transmission power through the aperture [13] .
When considering such ultra-small structures as described in the previous examples, generally the retardation effects are not significant and, depending on the polarization, materials with only one of the constitutive parameters being negative, i.e., -negative (ENG) and -negative (MNG) media [14] , may be as effective as the DNG materials in these setups. Moreover, we have shown how the wave interaction with pairs (not necessarily small) of juxtaposed ENG and MNG materials may interestingly show analogous anomalous resonances [9] - [14] . Clearly, it might be easier to construct single-negative (SNG) media, rather than DNG ones. Moreover, some ENG materials exist in nature (e.g., plasma and noble metals below their plasma frequency) and have been studied for decades (see e.g., [15] , [16] ). In this sense, also materials with low-positive permittivity and/or permeability, i.e., -near-zero (ENZ) and -nearzero (MNZ) media, may show interesting anomalous properties, 0018-926X/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE due to their "negative polarizability" [11] , [12] and focusing properties [17] . In a different context, the study of open waveguides operating as leaky-wave radiators has a long tradition in the microwave community (see e.g., [18] , [19] ). Their use has been proposed in several fields, due to the peculiar radiation properties of these supported natural modes, which may be appealing to some different applications. The intrinsic limitation in their transverse dimension of being comparable with the operating wavelength in order to radiate efficiently is an example of the "diffraction limit" in these types of structure. Usually, such leaky modes are excited when perturbing a surface wave or a guided mode propagating in an open waveguide with proper periodic corrugations or modifications. Clearly, in order to sensibly affect the electromagnetic mode, its spatial distribution has to be affected by the presence of this perturbation, and this may be achieved only if the mode is sufficiently concentrated in a limited space.
While studying the anomalous transmission through a subwavelength hole in a metallic screen employing metamaterial covers, our group has already shown how high-directive planar leaky wave radiators may be obtained using uniform singlelayer grounded slabs with low values of the constitutive parameters [13] , [17] . An extensive analysis of some leaky-wave properties of grounded metamaterial single layers, in many aspects related with the applications proposed in [13] , [17] , has been also presented in [20] . However, all these layouts made by a single layer grounded slab have in general relatively large transverse dimensions, due to both the diffraction limit (the thickness of the slab is of the order of the wavelength inside the material) and the low values of the constitutive parameters of the slab, implying that the wavelength inside the material is greater than the one in free space.
Here we propose and analyze the concept of ultra-compact leaky-wave radiators that may overcome these limitations, exploiting the anomalous resonances present at the interface between "complementary" metamaterial bilayers. Some aspects of this analysis have been recently presented in a conference contribution [21] , while in this paper we present in much more detail the theoretical formulation, the principles of operation, some different design examples and their radiating features, and we give also more physical insights into the phenomenon.
It is worth mentioning that other leaky-wave antennas, based on different metamaterial concepts have been already proposed in the technical literature. In particular, the reader may refer to the leaky wave antenna layouts designed and tested by other groups [22] , [23] , based on the employment of planar 2-D microstrip left-handed transmission lines.
II. GEOMETRY AND SOME HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS Let us consider a grounded bilayer, made of two infinitely extent juxtaposed slabs of thicknesses and , as shown in Fig. 1 . The structure is excited by a monochromatic feed (shown in the figure as a magnetic or electric dipole placed inside the bilayer) and at the operating frequency the parallel slabs have permittivity and permeability , and , , respectively. These latter quantities may be in general complex, taking into account possible ohmic losses in the materials, and their Fig. 1 . Geometry of the problem: a grounded metamaterial bilayer acting as a leaky-wave radiator. In the sketch, an electric or magnetic dipole is embedded in the bilayer to excite the proper leaky mode distribution. real parts may be positive or negative. These materials, however, are inherently passive, implying that their imaginary part is non-positive. The outside region is free space, with constitutive parameters , . The Cartesian coordinate system is also shown in Fig. 1 . The -plane coincides with the location of the perfect electric conducting ground plane.
Considering standard lossless dielectrics, i.e., when , and , as is well known this structure indeed supports surface modes, confined in the direction and propagating along the -plane with a propagating factor and the constraint . Placing suitable periodic corrugations or perturbing inhomogeneities along the slabs, a given surface mode may be converted into a complex leaky mode, for which has a non-zero imaginary part (taking into account the radiation losses), and its real part is less than . As a function of the corrugation period, this mode may be forward or backward (as indicated by the sign of for having power radiated in the positive or negative ), and more or less directive (depending on how small may be designed to be) [18] , [19] . In order to design an efficient leaky-wave radiator, however, the slabs should be sufficiently thick to allow such natural mode to properly resonate in the dielectric region where the perturbation is placed. Depending on several factors, i.e., the feeding position or the desired direction of radiation, this total thickness should in any case be larger than a quarter wavelength inside the dielectrics, which is consistent with the diffraction limit. The idea of increasing the permittivity of the dielectric(s) to reduce this required thickness (effectively reducing the wavelength in the slabs) may not always be a desirable choice, since it has the drawbacks of increasing the material losses and of inducing multimodal operation, with the possible excitation of spurious surface modes (correspondingly affecting the radiation efficiency in both cases).
In studying a different setup for enhancing microwave energy transmission through a small aperture [13] , [17] , however, we have recently shown theoretically how grounded metamaterial slabs with low positive permittivity and/or permeability may indeed support very directive leaky modes, not needing any periodic corrugation. Considering a single slab, i.e., and , we have shown in fact that when ENZ (with ) or MNZ (with ) materials are employed, such a structure may support leaky modes with very low [17] . These structures, however, still require a sufficiently thick slab for a given directive leaky mode to resonate, since the slab thickness should be related to the transverse wavelength inside the metamaterial, which may indeed become a very large quantity when the wave number in the employed material is small with respect to the free space wave number. This is generally the case for ENZ or MNZ materials. However, as anticipated for that different problem [13] , the use of a complementary bilayer may overcome this limit, even further increasing the expected directivity and radiation efficiency of the supported modes.
The fact that subwavelength slabs of SNG and/or DNG materials may confine the electromagnetic wave and guide it below the limit generally represented by diffraction is well established in the literature (see [10] and references therein). As is well known, a grounded dielectric slab may indeed support its dominant surface mode without any lower limit on its thickness. When its cross section gets too thin with respect to the wavelength, however, this weakly guided mode becomes close to a plane wave and its lateral field distribution gets spread out in the free space region above the slab with an effective beam cross section much larger than the actual slab thickness. This implies that using conventional materials for the grounded or ungrounded slab the power transported by any surface mode in an open waveguide cannot be confined in a subwavelength region, but it is always carried in a region with lateral cross section comparable with the wavelength of operation. This is an expression of the diffraction limit as applied to this geometry. By utilizing metamaterials with negative parameters, however, this limit may be overcome, as justified by the presence of surface waves supported at the interface between materials with oppositely-signed constitutive parameters [24] .
We apply in the following these ideas in order to design subwavelength leaky-wave radiators with high directivity.
III. FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS AND DISPERSION RELATIONS
Consider the structure of Fig. 1 when excited by a plane wave with electric field of amplitude and with real value for . The electric field distribution induced all over the semispace is given by the following straightforward expressions:
The magnetic field may be directly evaluated from (1) using Maxwell's equations, and the corresponding expressions for a excitation may be obtained in an analogous way (these expressions are not reported here for sake of brevity). In the previous formulas with , 1, 2, and the branch cuts of the square root should be chosen in order to satisfy the radiation condition at infinity. The coefficient represents the reflection coefficient on the plane , for which , and it may be evaluated together with the other coefficients by matching the boundary conditions for the tangential fields at the planes , and .Under suitable conditions, the field inside the bilayer represented by (1), and excited by the impinging plane wave, may build up. This happens when a material polariton [17] , [25] , i.e., a natural mode of the structure that concentrates the field in the grounded slabs, is excited by a plane wave impinging at a particular angle. It is evident by reciprocity that placing a suitable source inside the bilayer the radiated field may excite a corresponding leaky-wave mode with high directivity, whose connection with the material polariton resonance is straightforward [17] .
The leaky modes supported by the structure in Fig. 1 have a field distribution similar to the one described by (1), canceling the impinging field given by the plane wave excitation. They are clearly characterized by complex , to take into account the radiation losses in their propagation, even though when the bilayer supports a strong polariton resonance, the two values of are necessarily close (and therefore the corresponding imaginary part of the leaky-wave eigenvalue is small). Their possible existence is determined by the following dispersion relations, which are satisfied when the common denominators of the coefficients in (1) are zero, and depending on the polarization are given by: (2) with , and ( , 1, 2). In these formulas, particular attention to the choice of the square root branch for should be paid, considering now that is complex. This is analogous to any leaky-wave problem.
We are interested in finding possible solutions of (2) for improper leaky modes or proper complex modes with high directivity (i.e., low ) for subwavelength, thin transverse dimension of the slabs (i.e., ). After some algebraic manipulations of (2) in the limits of subwavelength bilayers, it may be shown that such solutions may exist when complementary bilayers [14] are utilized, i.e., when ENG, MNG, and/or DNG media are paired together or with some dielectrics with oppositely signed constitutive parameters. Without entering into the details of the mathematical steps, it follows also from the heuristic considerations of the previous section and from our results for other similar geometries [13] , [17] that such solutions are expected when the bilayers are composed of ENZ or MNZ materials, i.e., when they satisfy one of the following additional conditions on their constitutive parameters, depending on the polarization of interest:
Such conditions may be related to the physical considerations that on the one hand the layers should act as a "lens" for the radiation coming from a given source, and this is obtained with low values of permittivities or permeabilities, similar to the effect obtained in [17] , and that on the other hand their transverse size should be considerably reduced, and this is obtained exploiting the interface resonance present at the interface between DPS, SNG and DNG complementary materials [14] . (4) to radiate a TE leaky wave pointing at 55 . The structure is excited by a 2-D magnetic dipole source, i.e., a narrow slit uniformly illuminated, placed on the ground plane.
Under these limits the dispersion relations in (2) may be simplified into (4) These equations may represent interesting design formulas for the two slab thicknesses once the materials and the desired beam angle (indicated in Fig. 1 ) are chosen, together with the total thickness of the structure. As anticipated, this may lead in principle to the design of directive leaky-wave radiators with a subwavelength transverse cross section in the microwave regime.
IV. RADIATION PROPERTIES AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Once the slab has been correctly designed following the discussion of the previous section, its radiation properties may be evaluated exploiting the reciprocity principle, with a technique known in the literature (see e.g., [17] , [26] ). Basically, according to reciprocity, an elementary electric or magnetic dipole embedded in the structure of Fig. 1 radiates in a given direction an electromagnetic field proportional to the one induced by corresponding and plane waves impinging on the structure at the same angle, at the point where the dipole is supposed to be placed.
As a first example, we have considered the design of a subwavelength highly directive leaky-wave antenna radiating at an angle of 55 from the normal. The geometry of the designed bilayer consists of a bilayer with permittivity and permeabilities , , chosen accordingly to (4) with and . Notice that the total thickness of the structure is less than . Its radiation pattern in the azimuthal plane is shown in Fig. 2 , where for simplicity a 2-D magnetic excitation, i.e., a narrow slit in the ground plane along the axis with uniform illumination, has been assumed. The calculated directivity for this subwavelength radiator is 22 dB.
It should be noted that the subwavelength size of these proposed devices implies that the two polarizations are affected in maximum part by the only permittivity (for the case) or permeability (for the case) of the employed materials, as clearly summarized by (4). This is why in the geometry designed for the previous example we have employed metamaterials with free space permittivity and low permeability, which can be synthesized for example by embedding a regular lattice of split-ring resonators in a host medium [8] . The strong resonance associated with these modes allows an accurate prediction of the orientation of the fields in the bilayers at the excitation of these complex modes, as predicted by (1) .
Clearly, the resonant leaky-modes dominate the near-field distribution, and therefore for this purpose it does not seem necessary to build a totally "isotropic" metamaterial, which may be difficult to realize with the current technology, since the negative or positive low values of permittivity or permeability are effectively required only along the given polarization axis of the electric or magnetic field -a feature that can be conveniently implemented with properly aligned inclusions [7] , [8] .
For instance, in the example of Fig. 2 the near-field distribution induced by a magnetic dipole excitation is totally dominated by the leaky-wave at its resonance, whose electromagnetic field distribution is depicted in Fig. 3 . The figure shows the near-field material polariton distribution at its resonance, i.e., all the non-zero electromagnetic field components (whether real or imaginary) induced by a plane wave impinging at the correct angle (in this example this corresponds to ) to excite completely the natural mode supported by the bilayer, which well approximates the distribution of the excited leaky-wave [17] , normalized to the impinging electric and magnetic field amplitude. It can be seen how the magnetic field is highly concentrated inside the bilayer, and has a specific polarization. Its strong enhancement is related to the resonance present at the excitation of the leaky-wave in this compact leaky-wave structure, and it explains the choice of a magnetic source to excite the structure. As found in [17] for a different setup, this enhancement increases significantly the total power radiated by the source, together with the antenna directivity. The electric field amplitude, on the other hand is not enhanced by the presence of the bilayer, but it is comparable with the level of the impinging field. This is clearly connected with the choice of low-metamaterials for the bilayer, which may induce under these conditions a "quasi-static" magnetic resonance corresponding to a leaky-mode of operation. It is worth underlining at this point how, due to the subwavelength transverse dimensions of this setup, the presence of an electric ground plane on which the tangential electric field vanishes suggests that the use of low-metamaterials, which support leaky waves with a strong tangential magnetic field, is more appropriate, as in the example of Figs. 2 and 3 . In other words, for a given subwavelength transverse size of the structure, low permeability materials may be more effective for designing highly directive and efficient radiators. The same issue arises for the feeding technique: electric sources placed near such subwavelength structures in order to excite their natural modes would be effectively shorted out by the close proximity of the electric ground plane, whereas magnetic sources, i.e., apertures in the ground plane, provide better performance in terms of coupling and robustness.
In order to provide a further example, however, we have synthesized a leaky-wave antenna optimized using the second part of (4), this time to radiate at broadside. Here the structure Fig. 2 at the polariton resonance, i.e., when a TE plane wave with = 0:81 k impinges on the bilayer. The electromagnetic fields are normalized to the relative amplitudes of the impinging plane wave. Notice that the periodic variation of standing wave in free space generated by the total reflection at the ground plane is not visible in the figures relative to the magnetic field, since it is too small compared with the magnitude of the magnetic field inside the bilayer).
is composed of a bilayer with permittivities , , permeability of free space and thicknesses , . Its radiation pattern is plotted in Fig. 4 , where we have assumed an electric dipolar source placed at the interface between the two metamaterial slabs. Notice that Fig. 4 . From [20] . Radiation pattern of the bilayer of Fig. 1 with = = , " = 00:025 " , " = 010 " , d = =27, d = =30, designed following the second part of (4) to radiate a TM leaky wave pointing at broadside.
in this case the materials employed are both ENG, and the compact resonance may arise at the interface among them and the free space (whose permittivity is positive). The calculated directivity for this configuration is 17.85 dB.
It is interesting to point out that in this configuration the excited reactive fields around the feeding point are higher than the one in the example of Fig. 2 (this may be seen by the very low value of required in this case to get a directive beam), and this worsens the robustness of the system, as anticipated above.
An interesting point, common to all these setups, is related to the absence of periodic corrugations in the present design. This allows avoiding the usual cutoff present at broadside in leaky-wave radiators (as evident in this last example). This novel technique, therefore, may allow the possibility of scanning the angle of radiation continuously from endfire to backfire, as happens in other different metamaterial leaky-wave antennas [22] , [23] built in planar 2-D technology. Interestingly, however, for these subwavelength structures here proposed the angle of radiation may effectively be quasi-independent on the frequency of operation (as long as the material parameters are approximately frequency-independent within the desired band of frequency), as evident from the design formulas (4). This is clearly due to the "quasi-static" nature of the resonance arising at the interface between complementary materials. The scanning in this case may be provided, however, by the natural or electronically controlled dispersion of the material parameters. It should be reminded in fact that passive materials with negative real parts of the constitutive parameters are inherently dispersive [5] , [27] and in the previous considerations we are supposing a monochromatic excitation, without considering the behavior of the antenna with frequency. This effect is addressed in the next section.
Another consideration involves the sensitivity of this setup to losses and other realistic parameters not considered in the ideal analysis performed for simplicity in the previous sections. This will be analyzed more thoroughly in Section VI. However, it is interesting to anticipate here that even though in general passive metamaterials with negative constitutive parameters require the presence of ohmic losses (see for instance [27] ), together with dispersion in frequency, (3) implies the employment of ENZ or MNZ materials in these designs, with very low (close to zero) permittivity or permeability. This requisite does not usually necessitate strong resonances inside the metamaterials, but it may be fulfilled in regions of weak resonances of the inclusions. Therefore, we may expect low ohmic loss in these metamaterial layers at the operating frequencies, provided that the metamaterial design is judiciously done for the purpose of this application.
V. FREQUENCY DISPERSION AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE
As already mentioned in the previous section, passive materials with anomalous values of their constitutive parameters, as those needed in the design of this described setup, are inherently dispersive, as rigorously shown in [5] , [27] . A theoretical proposal to build active metamaterials with broadband behavior has appeared in the literature [28] , but no practical realization is forecasted to our knowledge in the near future. Since the analysis of the previous section is limited to a single frequency and monochromatic excitation, therefore, it appears important to study how the results of the previous section may vary with frequency and what is the operational bandwidth of these setups for realistic dispersion of the materials.
A simple model for the dispersion of the constitutive parameters of metamaterials is given by the following Drude-Lorentz formulas [7] , [8] , [27] ( 5) where the parameters , , and depend on the geometry of the inclusions composing the metamaterials and may be designed to have the correct value of and/or at the desired frequency. The further parameters and take into account of the possible ohmic losses and they will be placed to zero in this section for simplicity (the effects of the presence of ohmic losses will be considered in the next section).
As underlined previously, the "quasi-static" resonance predicted by formula (4) in the limit of subwavelength grounded bilayers does not show a direct dependence on the frequency. This implies that such leaky-wave antennas, as those simulated in the previous section, would have, in the first approximation, a fixed beam angle, independent on the frequency of operation, provided that the material dispersion is not considered. In reality, however, taking it into account, the beam angle would indeed scan with frequency.
As an example, in Fig. 5 we have considered a dispersion of the permeabilities of the materials employed in the antenna of Fig. 2 , following formula (5) with and determined in such a way that at the central frequency the permeabilities are those employed in Fig. 2 . As evident, by varying the frequency of operation the beam direction changes considerably. This may be explained considering that the antenna of Figs. 2 and 5 is characterized by a resonance with a very high quality factor , since we have designed an extreme case, for which the layers are sensibly thinner with respect to the wavelength inside the materials involved. That is why the beam direction is sensitive to any change in the parameters, as evident in the case of the frequency in Fig. 5 . Considering less extreme cases, i.e., relatively thicker antenna setups, the variation of the antenna properties is less drastic with the frequency and the bandwidth of operation may increase. In other words, as expected, there is a trade-off between the bandwidth of operation and the lateral thickness of the antenna. This is to be taken into account in the design process.
VI. SENSITIVITY TO LOSSES AND OTHER REALISTIC LIMITATIONS
We have analyzed the sensitivity of the previous and other similar designs to real-life constraints, such as the presence of material losses, inaccuracy of the available geometrical and constitutive parameters of the materials or finiteness of the structure in the transverse direction. As expected, these limitations affect in part the "ideal" results and a reasonable design (not extreme) is required to obtain a setup robust enough to slight changes in the design parameters. This discussion follows very closely the one in the previous section regarding the antenna and the bandwidth of operation.
As an example, we have plotted in Fig. 6 how the presence of losses may affect the guiding and radiation properties of the leaky-wave antenna of Figs. 2 and 5. In this case, we have modeled the material permeabilities following formula (5), using the same parameters as in Fig. 5 , but now considering also non-zero values for . The figure shows clearly how the presence of ohmic losses in the bilayers modifies the eigenvalue solution for in (2) , in particular increasing its imaginary part, whereas its real part remains substantially unchanged [ Fig. 6(a) and (b) ]. The beam direction, in fact, is not affected very much, as shown in the radiation patterns of Fig. 6(c) , while the directivity is highly reduced when ohmic losses are added Fig. 6(d) . This is mainly explained by the fact that a higher decay rate of the leaky-wave propagating away from the source inside the bilayer translates into a smaller effective aperture of the antenna. However, one can still see how the underlying resonant mechanism keeps working when considering reasonable ohmic losses in the materials. As already anticipated, the fact that the required values of permittivities or permeabilities in this application are not very negative, but instead it is in the frequency bands where the effective parameters are close to zero, together with the Kramers-Kronig relations [27] ensures that the ohmic losses expected in the metamaterials are lower than those in the resonant cases (i.e., when the material parameters have to be large negative) and thus they may not seriously worsen the performance of this setup. In Fig. 6(d) the variation of the directivity of the radiation pattern in terms of the factor is reported, whereas in Fig. 6 (e) the variation of the maximum peak in the (2), (b) its imaginary part, (c) the radiation pattern, (d) the directivity, (e) the normalized maximum peak in the radiation pattern of the TE leaky wave antenna of Fig. 2 , versus the material ohmic losses. We have modeled the material parameters as in Fig. 5 and considered the same parameter for both layers in (a), (b), and (c), whereas in (d) we have considered the parameter =! individually in each layer, assuming ohmic losses only in the first (solid line), only in the second (dashed) and in both layers (dotted). radiation pattern is considered. For both plots, the three lines show, respectively, the case in which losses are considered only in the first slab, i.e., the one closer to the ground plane (solid line), when they are considered only in the second slab (dashed line), and when they are present in both layers (dotted line). The results in the two figures are consistent and it is evident how the sensitivity to losses in this specific design is mainly due to the second slab, since this layer is the one providing the negative responsible for the compact resonance and its value is the one closer to zero, therefore more sensitive to a variation from the required design value.
Similarly, other realistic limitations may be taken into account, and they may not affect heavily the results reported here.
In particular, a change in the thickness of the bilayer has a similar effect as a variation in frequency in the antenna performance, which can lead to a change in the beam direction, as it is also evident from (4) . In this context it may be added that for the present state of technology it may still represent a challenge to design a layer of metamaterial with subwavelength cross section, as assumed in the present paper, due to the direct constraint on the dimensions of the single inclusions composing the slab. As briefly mentioned in the introduction, the practical realization of negative materials is at the moment obtained by embedding resonant inclusions in the form of loaded dipoles and/or loops (split-ring resonators) in a host material [6] - [8] . Even though in this paper we have simply assumed the possibility of realizing such slabs with subwavelength thickness, particular attention should be paid on the realistic possibility of designing resonant inclusoins with size smaller than this quantity. It should be mentioned that many efforts are being currently spent in designing such inclusions with cross section much smaller than the wavelength of operation. The area of metamaterials is rapidly evolving, and therefore one may speculate the upcoming possibility of scaling down the dimensions of the inclusions to sizes suitable for design of planar slabs with an effective subwavelength thickness. Still, of course, a lower limit for the realizable cross section of the antennas described here is represented by this constraint.
The sensitivity to the variation of the constitutive parameters may also be considered, since the present technology may not always ensure a precise required bulk response for artificially engineered materials [basically it is not straightforward to design proper inclusions to emulate the exact required values of the parameters in (5)]. The effects of such variations are again similar to the frequency dispersion analyzed in the previous section and they can be taken into account following the design formulas previously obtained. It is not necessary therefore to consider this variation separately.
The finiteness of the bilayer in the transverse direction may also be mentioned. This realistic limitation is common to any leaky-wave antenna setup and it is clear that moving far enough away from the source, the presence of the bilayer should not significantly affect the previous considerations, due to the decay of the dominant excited leaky mode, and therefore its presence may not be required. Of course, the higher the antenna directivity, the larger the bilayer should be realized to obtain results analogous to those here shown, and the more sensitive this setup is to a truncation of the bilayer at a given distance from the source. However, it is straightforward to evaluate at which distance the bilayer may be truncated, and considering losses this distance is further reduced. In any case, it is possible to consider the reflection of the mode at the end of the cover, as it is usually done in the analysis of other (but similar) setups [18] , [26] .
In this context, it may be underlined that, depending on the application, it may be useful to terminate the cover at a given distance from the source with a matching load, as usually done in traveling-wave antenna setups, to eliminate one of the two radiated beams in the previous radiation patterns. This is a very common technique as well and does not require any further consideration here.
VII. CONCLUSION
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